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History Learning as Citizenship Education: 





This paper re-examines history education with a focus on its role as 
citizenship education. Social studies education， including history education， 
is a key aspect of developing citizens in a democratic society. The historical 
facts students leam serve as a portal to the acquisition of important knowledge 
and concepts， including those of citizenship education. This article illustrates 
these assertions with a look at a history lesson implemented in a social studies 
education in the United States. The case lesson， which was developed with 
reference to Luhmann's theory of communication， has three main goals: 
helping students leam to formulate arguments and ask questions based on them， 
inspecting the validity of interpretations of material and ideas presented in 
class， and delivering civic education through history education (as mentioned 
above). In the focal class， a student tries to elaborate a definition ofterrorism， 
relying on various documents. The teacher does not intervene at al as the 
student asks questions based on the information contained in the documents 
and as the class develop answers and then further questions that they go on to 
tackle through dialogue. 
Keywords: Citizenship Education， Dialogue， Communication， Niklas 
Luhmann， Collaborative Leaming， 
Introduction: The Problems of Social Studies Educational Practice from 
the Perspective of Citizenship Education 
One of the main purposes of school education in a democracy is 
to foster upstanding citizens who contribute to their society. While there is 
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disagreement about a precise definition of citizenship， itcertainly inc1udes 
an awareness of and commitment to the civi1， social， and political rights of 
oneself and one's fellows， asMarshal discusses1• In particular， fostering the 
ability to engage in public dialogue and awareness of values to be opposed， 
which Martin points out is important2 • In a modem pluricentric society where 
viewpoints and ways of thinking are diverse， most issues cannot be usefully 
tackled only from one perspective-take as examples environmental issues 
and nuc1ear power. 
Decision-making that reflects and balances the values of groups in 
society requires care白1，rational analysis of various views and criticisms. Of 
course， not al people can rely on a public platform in the Habermasian sense3; 
and public argument and action are not necessari1y required of al people. 
However， tothe degree that we expect regular citizens to engage in social 
deliberation and wish them to be able to do so， they must have the information 
and knowledge to allow it. This is the sense in which school， education has to 
foster strong citizenship or civic education， and social studies c1asses， inwhich 
we studyour‘society' ， itshistory and structure， are the natural venue for doing 
so. 
However， social studies educational practice in Japan does not take a 
perspective informed by the needs of citizenship education and contribution 
to democratic society， for two reasons4• The first is the theoretical nature and 
resulting abstruseness and inadequacy of materials and curriculum for this 
pu中ose.Ministry of Education-authorised textbooks present information that 
is highly abstract， relies on idealised models， and does not change with the times， 
for example in terms of economic changes， ideological shifts， and m吋orevents 
that change the basic conditions of intemational and national society. Thus， a 
‘reali句Tprinciple' in social studies education is the beginning ofwhat is needed 
to c10se the gap between students' leaming and actual subsequent conditions. 
The second reason for this lack of citizenship perspective in J apanese social 
studies is a lack of awareness or reflection of multiple valid perspectives within 
a society， based for example on nationality， ethnicity， age and generation， 
gender， socio-economic sta旬s，and so on. Each ofthese complicates the notion 
of‘objective truth' and action based on it in ways that must nevertheless be 
grappled with in a democratic society. In a ma印redemocracy， we need to be 
able to independent1y change our viewpoints and ways of thinking from day 
to day and year to year to accommodate social change. However， the issues 
considered in social studies education in Japan and the ways of considering 
them do not foster this ability5. 
Thus， itis necessary to rethink social studies in Japan from the 
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perspective of citizenship education， aiming at fostering a strong democratic 
citizen巧r.
ACi封tizenshi陪p-ゐ.
One reason J apanese social studies experiences the fi釦rsはtproblem 
mentioned above， related to the abstractness and idealisation of course 
materials， isthe ‘gradability' of the social studies curriculum. The integrated 
social studies curriculum in Japanese schools inc1udes geography， history， 
and civics in elementary and junior high school，合omfourth to ninth grade. 
Together， these topics are expected to achieve leaming goals inc1uding fostering 
good citizenship; however， each is implemented largely separately， not in a 
unified or integrated manner. This extends even to more detai1ed topics， such as 
Japanese history， wor1d history， political economy， politics， ethics， geography， 
and modem society. One effect of this approach is that the ostensible goals， 
like fostering citizenship， fade， and the aim is reduced mainly to acquiring the 
knowledge set for each subject. By high school， leaming in the broad realm of 
the social sciences and citizenship leaming are completely isolated from one 
another， with detrimental effects for the health of the democracy. 
The problems with social studies education that 1 mentioned above are 
in part due to the fitfulness ofthis curriculum framework. However， there does 
exist research taking a citizenship viewpoint on history leaming education in 
the Japanese social studies context. For example， Tsuchiya stresses that the 
purpose of history education should not be the product (so開calledhistorical 
knowledge) but primari1y the process， and the skils of research， critical 
thinking and interpretation of ideas in context gained thereby6. He calls this 
‘interpretative history leaming'， and regards it as the core of citizenship 
education， conversely viewing leaming by heart， the mere acquisition of 
historical facts as a nonsense thing. 
This idea of Tsuchiya's has a problem， however， since his view of 
citizenship education retrogresses企oma robust view of this concept and 
does not attach great importance to the viewpoint of the individual person in 
a democratic society. His model， based on approaches followed in the United 
Kingdom， makes much ofthe value ofhistory-leaming-in-itself， understanding 
of the historical method， etc.， but not necessarily on the extrapolation of the 
skils and methods leamed thereby into non-historical contexts. Although 
the pluralistic and critical interpretation of history is certainly valuable for 
civic awareness and citizenship， the later cannot be reduced to the former， as
Tsuchiya risks doing. 
Another， pioneering study on historically informed reform of 
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citizenship education is‘Teaching history for the common good' by Barton and 
Levstik. They discuss the present conditions of and issues in history education 
globally as follows. 
Research in the field has not been as help白1as it might have been， inpart 
because those who are interested in history education -parents teachers， 
researchers， policymakers， public historians， and others田 haveno shared 
understanding of the meaning or goals of instruction in the subjecC. Most 
scholars who have written about history education recognize that there 
are different ways of approaching the past， but they often collapse these 
into simple dichotomies. These include distinctions between history and 
heritage， history and the past， professional history and amateur history， 
analytic history and collective memoη~ and that pair of old favorites， the 
use of history and the abuse of history. There are two problems with these 
distinctions. First， those who propose them often identi今oneapproach as 
“real" history and dismiss the other as inadequate， inauthentic， ormerely 
“popular."・….Because it fails to recognize the legitimacy of differing 
perspectives 
They describe the pu中osesof history education as follows: first， 
to promote reasoned judgement; second， topromote an expanded view of 
humanity; third， topromote the humanistic study of history， characterised 
by the commitment to deliberation on the common good8• They state that the 
purpose of such deliberation is to enable students to work with others to reach 
their own conclusions， not to reproduce the beliefs of (e.g.) teachers， textbooks， 
historians， orpoliticians. In a pluralist democracy， we cannot impose a single 
vision ofthe common good on students or teach them a single set ofjudgements 
about history，ちutwe can engage them in discussions in which they work 
together to develop their own visions9• They oppose to this open orientation the 
concept of the ‘Exhibition Stance'， that is， exhibition as personal fulfilment， 
which crowds out the voices of others and should be avoided at any costlO. In 
short， they argue the most important purpose of history education is to ready 
students for pluralist democracy and participation in democratic lifell. 
In their research， they discuss various kinds of history leaming and 
criticisms thereof. For example， they argue about “the classic automania" 
of leaming facts， assuch， that“This service to others is the way in which 
exhibition is most likely to contribute to participatory democracyl2. Students 
working on historical displays might begin by finding our what their audience 
already knows about the topic and what questions they have about it. 13" 
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The broader implication of this is that empathy is always necessary in 
history leaming and teaching， asare analysis of the characteristics and meaning 
ofan exhibition ofhistory knowledge and ofways ofthinking about democracy 
and history onesel五Itis necessary for the history leaming to be re田examined
from these perspectives， and content and praxis or method developed. 
The Logic and Structure of History Education in Practice 
In this research， 1 take up a history lesson focused on citizenship 
leaming， employing constant evaluation， and describe its logic and stmcture14• 
The lesson was one delivered by Julian Hipkins， a teacher in a charter school in 
Washington， D.C. He gets a high evaluation for history lessons ofthe receiving 
a prize of“History Teacher of the Year" by the history education practice in 
2000. 
The topic of this lesson was “Whose te立orism?".It was carried out 
to students of the eleventh grade in high school. The lesson procedure and 
materials were as fo11ows. 
As seen in the scenarios above， inthis lesson the student is asked 
to think about a definition of terrorism. At the beginning of the lesson， the 
teacher reminds students of the September 11， 2001， attacks on New York 
and Washington， and describes his personal experience of this event and 
the relationship between this attack and his family. After this introduction， 
the teacher explains that in his September 20 speech to the nation， President 
George W. Bush described the attacks as‘acts of war'， and proclaimed a‘war 
on te汀or'.Despite uttering the words ‘te町or，'‘terrorist，'and ‘terrorism" 3 2 
times in his speech， however， Bush never defined terrorism. 
This observation is the students' cue to try to do so themselves， using 
a worksheet and handout on terrorism and terrorists15 • Next， the teacher divides 
the students into two groups， each of which consecutively reads Scenario 1 as 
fo11ows into groups of around 10， discusses its content， and thinks about how 
to define terrorism; 10 minutes is a110cated for this. The teacher does not take 
part， guide the discussion， orexplain anything， 
Fina11y， after each discussion， the teacher gives some further 
information: I'm going to te1 you the actual countries that were involved or 
troops that were involved. MARAK isIsrael. BRAGAN isPalestine. BOLAIR 
is the United States. BELVERON is India. PARADAR is the United States. 
The corporation is Monsanto. 1'1 write it up on the board. Okay， soknowing 
the countries， especia11y knowing the United States is involved， does it change 
your opinion? Yes， but the names were changed on pu中ose，because sometimes 
ifyou know the country， like， United States， oh. But now oh， that's the United 





Topic I Whose Terrorism? 
Teaching and Learning Procedures 
|Teacher's instruction and student activity I materials 
Starter I Teacher explains the fo11owing. 
Remembrance of September llattackes on the World 
Trade Cent巴主
Personal experiment of September 11 attackes 
Shorty after the Septemb目 11attickes on the W orld Trade TWoiksheet f 
Center and the Pentagon， President George W. Bush I※ W orksheet 1 show the 
announced these as配 tsof war， and proclaimed a“war of I fo11owing questions. 
凶 ro出m." I T勾ωdefi.n巴血批εword“出m削rismぱ"
Bu凶twh沼凶ate位xa民ctlywa邸sω be the target of tl由 war? And what I ・ Does Terrorism need ω involve 
precisely did the president m回nby terrorism? Despite I 血E凶lingof many people or can 
uttering the words “出ror，""terrorist，" or “terrorism" 32 I it affect just one person? 
times in his September 20 speech to也enation， he neverぺI • ~伽a叩n i託t 泊刊lve刊巴 出P仲砂 血批E 
d 巴ぜefi臼1t1悶ne吋dt飽er位ror白ism
I in凶ju町凶ries?P 
Try to def1t1e the word“t目rorism"I
I • Can governments commit acts of 
Does T出 orismneed to in刊 lve出ekilling of many I t出'Orism，or is the凶 mreserved 
people or c姐 itaffect just one person? I only for people who opera飽
Can it involve imply the destruction of property， wi出 I outside of governme耐
no injuries? I • M附間orisminvolve出epeople 
I of one coun住yattacking citizens 
of another country? 
Does motive make a difference? 
Does terrorism need to be 
intentional? 
Can governments commit acts of terrorism， or is the 
term reserved only for people who op巴rateoutside of 
governments? 
Must terrorism involve the people of one country 






















fOminutes I Discuss about Scenario 1 
(10 students build the circle to discuss) 
Bとenario1
10minutes I Discuss about Scenari02 
(Another 10 studet出 buildthe circle to discuss) 
Scenari02 
Pl巴nary I Teacher explains the fo11owing. 
1'm going to tel yひuthe actual countries that were involved 
or位oopsthat were involved. MARAK isIsrael. BRAGAN 
is Palestine. BO工AIRis the United States. BELVERON is 
India. PARADAR isthe United States. The corporation is 
Monsanto. 1'1 write it up on the board. Okay， so knowing 
the countries， especially knowing the United States is 
involved， does it change yひuropinion? 
Yes， but the names were changed on purpose， because 
sometimes if you know the country， like， United States， oh. 
But now oh， that's也eU凶t吋 States，does it change your -
your outlook? Okay? So， obviously th巴主easonwhy 
we're doing it today -doing this activity today is 'cause the 
an凶.versaryof 9/11， but also to think about moving 
forwai:d as we study history， what is terrorism? We're 
gonna start learning about， uh， the Europeans coming to 
the Americas next week. Some people hav巴 ca11ed
Christopher Columbus a terrorist. Could he be ca11ed a 
terrorist? 
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Senario 1 
Now， your group is going to apply its definition to different scenarios. As a group， read the 
scenarios and answer the questions based on the definition you have developed. There are not 
necessarily right or wrong answers to the questions below. 
Scenarios Questions 
1. So.ldiers from th.e country of Marak surround a I.Wh川
refugee camp made up of people from the countrγof should be considered “terrorism" 
Bragan. The refugee camp is crowded and the people according to your definition? 
there are extremely poor.門ostof the Bragan people in 
the refugee camp hate the 門arakarmy， believing that 
門arakhas invaded Brag包n，has taken al the best land 
and resources for themselves， and treats people from 
Bragan very poorly. Young men in the refugee camp 
sometimes fire guns at the soldiers. 
According to an eyewitness， a reporter from the New 
York Times，ドlaraksoldiers use loudspeakers to cal 
insults into the refugee camp-in the Bragan language. 
Over the loudspeakers， soldiers shout obscenities and 2. Who are the “terrorists"? 
things like， "Son of a whore!" They dare Bragan boys to 
come out near the electric fence that separates the 
refugee camp from a wealthy settlement of門arak
cltlzens. 
When the boys-sometimes as young as 1001' II-and 
young men go near the fence to throw stones or yel at 
the門araksoldiers， the soldiers use silencers and fire 
on the boys with live ammunition， often kiling 01' 
maiming them. In an al'ticle， the New York Times 
reporter expressed hon'or at what he witnessed. He 
wrote:“Children have been shot in other conflicts 1 3. What more would you need to know 
have covered-death squads gunned them down in EI to be more sure of your answer? 
Salvadol' and Guatemala， mothers with infants were 
lined up and massacI'ed in Algeria， and Serb snipers put 
children in their sights and watched them crumple onto 
the pavement in Sarajevo-but 1 have never before 
watched soldiers entice children like mice into a trap 
and murder them fOl' sport." The Marak government 
clearly knows about the behavior of their soldiers and 
does nothing to stop them. Indeed， Marak soldiers so 
regularly taunt Bragan citizens that this behavior 
appears to be the policy of the門arakgovernment. 
One additional fact: Every year，門arakis given 
enormous amounts of money and military equipment by 
the country of Bolaire， which is aware of how these are 
used by 門arak.
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Senario 2 
2. Farmers from the c∞ou附 yofBe倒lve陀
their own government and at a c∞orpora幻tionfrom the I should be considered ‘H、terrorism"
country of Parad机 TheBe倒lverongovernr附
allowed the Par悶adarc∞orpoαra抗tiont，∞.0 plan川t1ft旬es託t"crop戸s 目
of genetically-engineered cotton. The genetically-
engineered crops produce their own pesticide.門any
Belveron farmers worry that the genetically-engineered 
crops wil pollute their crops-as has happened many 
times in other countries-and wil lead to a breed of 
super-pests that wil be immune to chemical pesticides 
and also to the organic pest control methods many 
poor farmers use. Without growing and selling cotton， 
the farmers have no way to feed their families. 
Belveron farmers also believe that the Paradar 
corporation does not really care about them， but they 
instead care only for their own profit. They believe that 
the corporation wants to get Belveron farmers 
Ifaddicted" to genetically engineered cotton seeds-
which the corporation has patented-so that the 
corporation wil have a monopoly. Belveron farmers 
further pOInt out that the corporation has not told 
far'mers that the "tests" on their land may be risky， and 
could pollute their nongenetically-engineered cotton 
crops. 
Belveron farmel's have announced that they wil burn to 
the ground al the genetically engineered cotton crops. 
They hope to drive the Paradar corporatIon out of 
Belveron. Belveron farmers have also threatened that 
they may destroy the offices of the Paradar 
corporatlon. 
2. Who are the “terrorists"? 
3. What more would you need to know 
to be more sure of your answer? 
States， does it change your -your outlook? Okay? SO， obviously the reason 
why we're doing ittoday -doing this activiザtodayis 'cause the anniversary 
of 9/11， but also to think about moving forward as we study history， what is 
terrorism? We're gonna start leaming about， uh， the Europeans coming to 
the Americas next week. Some people have called Christopher Columbus a 
terrorist. Could he be called a terrorist? 
Thus， this lesson analyses a historical event from perspectives past 
and present and helps the students understand terrorism as a concept. The 
student extracts from the teacher's talk and the materials knowledge necessary 
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for the constmction of a solid argument. Students analyse the two scenarios 
using this information， their existing knowledge， and their sense of values， 
without help企omthe teacher other than the initial ‘plenary'. The whole lesson 
hinges on the student discussion， and there are no co汀ector incorrect answers.. 
Finally， the teacher c1arifies the relationship of the scenario to the real events， 
and explains why we have to be concemed with both past and present contexts 
and the feelings and values of people living in them. The complexity of the 
events and discussions shows the students that it is difficult to define terrorism， 
contextualises this complex concept， and fosters active leaming. 
The lesson is constmcted to achieve following three key goals. The first 
is leaming to formulate a question based on an argument. This is why the lesson 
does not teach the definition of terrorism， but instead provides information to 
allow the students to do so themselves (a student-centred approach)-as they 
come to realise the difficulties of interpreting and analysing the documents， 
they will try and refine multiple interpretations and hypotheses integrating 
multiple perspectives. 
The second point regards the lesson as a place for inspecting the 
validity of each interpretation. After a student defines terrorism， they must 
have the definition vetted by their group and demonstrate the evidence for it， 
and the group must conversely evaluate it， again without help仕omthe teacher. 
This makes the lesson into a place of dialogue. 
The third goal involves the implementation of citizenship education 
through history leaming. It takes the September 11 attacks and treats them as a 
lens through which to view the broader trends in American history. At a glance， 
it seems like a lesson in civics because of using social issues in the present， 
and in the next c1ass students receive further opportunity to reinterpret history 
through social issues， and gain more practice applying procedures for doing 
so. The theme ofthis next lesson is‘Was Columbus a te町orist?'Students again 
inspect the historical information in historical and social context by applying a 
definition developed in modem society to a historical event. 
Communication Theory in Citizenship Education through History Learning 
The theory of social systems proposed by Niklas Luhmann who is the 
German sociologist has been applied by Tanaka to social studies educational 
theory16. Relevant concepts within it inc1ude the idea that knowledge is based 
on a reflexive constmction process and results from mutual understanding in 
society， rooted in constant knowledge， ideology， values， and actions， reified 
in the chain of communication and the messages received and analysed by 
communicators. 
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The aim of this leaming based on communication theory is to enable 
students ‘to reconsider the relationship between society and oneself' in order 
to live more efficiently17. Students not necessari1y agree with opinion of 
others and various interpretations of it are in reality inextricable， not discrete. 
Students may imagine the future of their changing society， but they cannot 
but live in the society as it stands. Thus， it will be valuable to take as leaming 
content phenomena that c1ear1y demonstrate a‘tangle of values' and the range 
of viewpoints， disagreements， and ‘departures from the ideal' to be found in 
the real wor1d and in the recognition of one's‘immanent existence' in society 
The education method outlined here views the lesson as a process 
of negotiation， not transmission-that is， itis discursive and dialogic， not 
monologic. The negotiations in question are an interactive practice connecting 
student and teacher， self and society， with a focus on promoting the student's 
personal growth and on thereby bridging the gap between the real society 
and the imaginable 釦turesociety. This education theory does not necessarily 
ensure action or agreement with others， but it is aimed minimally to foster 
a sense of citizenship in the individual，加i1drelevant skils and judgement 
(inc1uding the ability to differentiate autonomous， subjective value judgements 
企omsocially informed， negotiated ones)， and promote subsequent activity. 
The history lesson by Hipkins which this paper outlined in section 3 
is rooted in this communication theory. The content of the lesson relates first 
to presenting plural perspectives and ways of thinking about terrorism， and 
second to inculcating a methodology for interpreting history based on personal 
values but in social context， moving in both these ways beyond a conception 
of history as merely ‘exhibition of the facts'. The discussion method used to 
do so is a student個centredmethod with very litt1e intervention from the teacher. 
The goal is not consensus， but giving each student the abi1ity to analyse 
historical phenomena in negotiationlcollaboration with others， and in gaining 
perspectives on one's own interpretation based on reactions and input of others. 
For example， letus consider the following dialogue ofthe lesson. 
(S印dent)For scenario one like the Marak soldiers are killing innocent people 
and then the reason they are killing is because that the govemment has set a 
policy for it. 
(Student) They can't fight back， you know， they can't. They'll need to have 
resources， you know. In a type of way， they're kind of screwed， because， you 
know， they can't get out ofthe situation. 
(S加dent)Maybe job like that. 
(S同dent)1 know， but， you 1也 ow，it's like， okay， soyou're saying. 
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(S印dent)So， 1 was asking a litle question， what happens ifthey... 
(S旬dent)Yeah， what ifthey instructed you *** you there for? To kil them. 
(Student) Because they know that it's not right because it's like to fight a war. 
(S印dent)1 mean， that's true， ifthey got have a way to contact the outside. 
(Student) That's what 1 was -oh， no， they got intemet. 
(S印dent)1 don't think they got inteIτlet. 
(S旬dent)*Working is terrorism * . 
(S旬dent)And then another reason for them to kil them. 
(S知dent)They're like being surrounded by electric fences to separate them 
from the wealthy people. So， it's an electric fence， soeven if you try to get 
out， they **， so that's like they're not really doing it -1 guess they are doing 
a勺obへbutthey have only been， like， * * * way. Like， they seem to have * * * ， 
so they just give -they just give *** you can't let their ***. Because a refugee 
camp -doesn't a refugee camp have a place for *** anything， like you have no 
water and resources. You're basically *** they may not. 
(S印dent)like in the third paragraph they say *** about the behavior of the 
soldiers but does need to stop them， solike they feellike they know what the 
soldiers are doing， but then they do nothing， like， tostop and prevent it. 
(S旬dent)Because the govemment probably gets. That's what it is. 
(Student) So 1 think the -the policy， 1 think the policy is like -it is not a good 
policy because， like， basically， like for me， the terrorism going on is there are 
innocent children are like being killed， which is 1 thi此 that'slike wrong， so1 
think it should be stopped. 
(S印dent)I'm not saying the policy is good， I'm just saying， like， they might 
have a reason behind it *** because there's， like， no explained reason why they 
-why they do it， like. . . 
(S旬dent)*** there's probably a reason behind them being there. 
(S旬dent)Could it be that， um， these are *** we can't put them *forward*. 
(S旬dent)What ifwe're going to invade， you know， ***. 
(S旬dent)Maybe， butjust must have their own country. They invaded ***. 
(S旬dent)Yeah， that's my question because 1 was， like.. 
(S印dent)They -they -they invaded. Why紅ethey invading? 
(S旬dent). .what are the pu中ose*for the Maraki *soldier* being there *** 
that's my problem. 
(S印dent)1 don't know what's going on， so this is like， uh， *** definition 
of terrorism， one of the questions 1 ask is， ifthe govemment is involved in 
terrorism， do they * * * .司直atis the definition，‘cause two govemments know 
what's happening. *They aren't doing it*， they are actually supporting it. One 
of them is actually supporting another one. The country that gives them these 
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weapons and they know how and why they are using them. So， it's like the 
government is co町upt* * * terrorism， and another one is *usually bragging*. 
So， that's the *definition to me*， so we said it was an act of terrorism， it's 
terrorizing other people， a group of people. 
*** not recognized 
The dialogue phase is the phase in which students gradually build a tentative 
collective interpretation ofterrorism (or whatever concept) and use it to analyse 
various perspectives and events. The collective interpretations are developed， 
vetted， and presented by students themselves; the teacher entrusts the matter 
to the judgement ofthe individual(s)， based on their communicative efforts. 
Conclusion 
In this article， 1 described the logic of history education aiming at 
citizenship education， using an actual history lesson as an example. But his 
leaming appears for the problem. For example， students' interpretations are 
not vetted by the teacher企oman‘expert' perspective， and may potential1y 
contain grievous e町orsdespite students'ちestefforts (or if they do not make 
their best efforts). The things that the remark that inspected a fact enough was 
not accomplished appeared. In addition， the group which analysed scenario 
2 focused on elaborating a comparison between terrorism and labour strikes 
throughout-a potentially problematic or invalid comparison. 
Nevertheless， student dialogue from a variety of perspectives to 
analyse historical information and try to (re )int抑制itbased on both present 
and past perspectives seems on the basis of the lesson considered here to have 
potential as a way of introducing the logic of citizenship education to history 
education and fostering a strong democracy. 
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